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Leadership Coaching: Working with Leaders to Develop Elite PerformanceKogan Page, 2012

	This book is the fourth in the coaching series with Kogan Page and

	the Association for Coaching. In the first book in the series, Excellence

	in Coaching: The industry guide, we explored coaching models and core

	coaching concepts such as ethics, supervision and cross-cultural working.

	That book has become one of the best-respected...
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Handbook of Financial Risk Management: Simulations and Case StudiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An authoritative handbook on risk management techniques and simulations as applied to financial engineering topics, theories, and statistical methodologies


	The Handbook of Financial Risk Management: Simulations and Case Studies illustrates the practical implementation of simulation techniques in the banking and...
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Harnessing Solar Heat (Lecture Notes in Energy)Springer, 2013

	Systems engineered by man to harness solar heat in a controlled manner now include a diverse range of technologies each serving distinctive needs in particular climate contexts.  This text covers the breadth of solar energy technologies for the conversion of solar energy to provide heat, either as the directly-used output or as an...
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Computational Diffusion MRI and Brain Connectivity: MICCAI Workshops, Nagoya, Japan, September 22nd, 2013 (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2014

	This volume contains the proceedings from two closely related workshops: Computational Diffusion MRI (CDMRI’13) and Mathematical Methods from Brain Connectivity (MMBC’13), held under the auspices of the 16th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention, which took place in Nagoya, Japan,...
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Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 2009

	
		Reveals How HMMs Can Be Used as General-Purpose Time Series Models

	
		Implements all methods in R

		Hidden Markov Models for Time Series: An Introduction Using R applies hidden Markov models (HMMs) to a wide range of time series types, from continuous-valued, circular, and...
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Banned from Ebay: How to Create a New Account and Get Back on PayPal and eBay after Being Limited or SuspendedIndependent Publishers Group, 2014

	After reading Banned from eBay you will learn to anonymously sell on eBay without the risk of getting suspended again. If have been limited by PayPal then you will also be able to get back on PayPal after you have applied the information provided throughout this book. Given that you apply all the tactics and follow the outlined step by step...
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Recent Findings in Intelligent Computing Techniques: Proceedings of the 5th ICACNI 2017, Volume 1 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 707)Springer, 2018

	
		This three volume book contains the Proceedings of 5th International Conference on Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics (ICACNI 2017). The book focuses on the recent advancement of the broad areas of advanced computing, networking and informatics. It also includes novel approaches devised by researchers from across the...
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Grey Information: Theory and Practical Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
This book is a crystallization of the authors' work over the last twenty-five years. The book covers the latest advances in grey information and systems research, providing a state-of-the-art overview of this important field. Covering the theoretical foundation, fundamental methods and main topics in grey information and systems research, this book...
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A First Course in Fourier AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2008
This unique book provides a meaningful resource for applied mathematics through Fourier analysis. It develops a unified theory of discrete and continuous (univariate) Fourier analysis, the fast Fourier transform, and a powerful elementary theory of generalized functions and shows how these mathematical ideas can be used to study sampling theory,...
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Fundamentals of Probability and Statistics for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book was written for an introductory one-semester or two-quarter course in probability and statistics for students in engineering and applied sciences. No previous knowledge of probability or statistics is presumed but a good understanding of calculus is a prerequisite for the material.

The development of this book was guided by a...
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PHP and MySQL Web Development (4th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2008

	PHP and MySQL are popular open-source technologies that are ideal for quickly developing database-driven Web applications. PHP is a powerful scripting language designed to enable developers to create highly featured Web applications quickly, and MySQL is a fast, reliable database that integrates well with PHP and is suited for dynamic...
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Nonlinear Analysis and Synthesis Techniques for Aircraft Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2007
Despite many significant advances in the theory of nonlinear control in recent years, the majority of control laws implemented in the European aerospace industry are still designed and analysed using predominantly linear techniques applied to linearised models of the aircrafts’ dynamics. Given the continuous increase in the complexity of...
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